Troop 137
SUMMER CAMP MEDICAL FORM NOTES
Each year, 80% of the medical
this.

forms are returned

to the parents

incomplete.

Please review these notes to avoid

I) If you see a blank line on the page, fill it in.
That will cover 99% of the missing info we see,
2) Please do not fold or staple the form. Use a paper clip. They must be copied. so staples need to be removed.
3) Attach a copy of your medical insurance card (Front and back of the card, copied on 1 sheet of paper).

4)

5)

lf you are concerned about privacy, this form wi II be carried by the scoutmaster or an assistant, and also given
to the camp.
Once it is replaced the following year, all copies are destroyed.
Fill in everything possible BEFORE you go to the doctor.
ft makes the form much easier to get signed
by the doctor.

Highlight the spots where the doctor must sign (see below)

PART .\:
(filled out bv parent)
l) List any restrictions or check None
2) A parent needs to sign.
3) The scout needs to sign.
4) List at least one troop adult who can drive. We do not typically stick to this, but if you insist, please contact
the scoutmaster directly about it. Either way, list someone.
Part B: Page 1 (filled out bv parent)
I) Fill out all the blank lines. ALL of them. Don't leave any blank. ALL of them.
2) Check yes or no in the health history, and explain any YES checkboxes,
Please don't hide any medical
conditions from us. It is in your scout's best interest to be honest.
Part B: Page 2 (filled out by parent, with info from doctor)
Don't leave any blank. ALL of them.
I) Fill out all the blank lines. ALL of them.
2) Check yes or no in the allergies/medications and explain any YES checkboxes,
3) Check all check boxes that apply
-l) List all medications that are taken regularly, including both prescription and over the counter.
5) Have the doctor sign the line under the medications.
You may attached a copy of the report from the doctor, but fill in the dates
6) Write in the immunization dates.
also.
7) There is a spot (0 fill in any medical info we should know. Use it.
Part C: (l\listakes on this page will require another visit to the doctor's office ... read cal'efullv)
(Filled out bv doctor and parent)
I) Fill out all the blank lines. ALL of them. Don't leave any blank. ALL of them.
2) Fill in Name & DaB.
3) Allow the doctor to fill in the rest.
.f) Leave NO blank lines or check boxes.
Go line by line down the form.
Don't miss
height/Vie ightiB MIIBP/Pulse.
5) The doctor must SIGN the form. Write in his address ahead of time if you can. Write in his name if you can
(it's easier to read that way).
6) 'file doctor must STAMP this page. The office staff usually does this, Ask.
Ten ."ile River Standard Over the Counter \leliication Form
(\Iistakes on this page will require another visit to the doctor's office ... read carefully)
(Filled out by doctor and parent)
I) Fill out all the blank lines. ALL of them. Don't leave any blank. ALL of them,
2) Be sure the doctor SIGNS it in the space above the stamp box.
3) Be sure the doctor STAMPS it in the box provided,
.f) Be sure the doctor writes in a license #.
:) Be sure the doctor checks yes or 110 tor every item, on both pages.
6) These medications will be provided at camp. If you have any additional O'TC medications that will be sent,
list them on page 2.
7) Ifyou or the doctor checks no, the nurse will call home before administering any of these medications.
8) if you or the doctor checks yes. the nurse will administer them as needed.
/

